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Abstract: The study proposes the contemporaneous assessment of conditional entropy
(CE) and self-entropy (sE), being the two terms of the Shannon entropy (ShE)
decomposition, as a function of the time scale via refined multiscale CE (RMSCE) and sE
(RMSsE) with the aim at gaining insight into cardiac control in long QT syndrome type 1
(LQT1) patients featuring the KCNQ1-A341V mutation. CE was estimated via the
corrected CE (CCE) and sE as the difference between the ShE and CCE. RMSCE and
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RMSsE were computed over the beat-to-beat series of heart period (HP) and QT interval
derived from 24-hour Holter electrocardiographic recordings during daytime (DAY)
and nighttime (NIGHT). LQT1 patients were subdivided into asymptomatic and
symptomatic mutation carriers (AMCs and SMCs) according to the severity of symptoms
and contrasted with non-mutation carriers (NMCs). We found that RMSCE and RMSsE
carry non-redundant information, separate experimental conditions (i.e., DAY and NIGHT)
within a given group and distinguish groups (i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) assigned the
experimental condition. Findings stress the importance of the joint evaluation of RMSCE
and RMSsE over HP and QT variabilities to typify the state of the autonomic function and
contribute to clarify differences between AMCs and SMCs.
Keywords: information storage; heart rate variability; QT interval; refined multiscale
entropy; LQT1; corrected conditional entropy; KCNQ1-A341V mutation; autonomic
nervous system

1. Introduction
Information domain analysis of time series provides relevant information about the behavior of
complex physiological systems [1–7]. Indeed, in this domain indexes of dynamical complexity are
naturally quantified via self-entropy (sE) and conditional entropy (CE), measuring the portions of the
amount of information about the current variable that can and cannot be derived from previous past
values of the same variable respectively. The higher the sE, the higher the predictability and regularity
of the series is. The higher the CE, the higher the complexity of the series is. CE and sE can be seen as
portions of the decomposition of the overall amount of information carried by a series given that their
sum is the Shannon entropy (ShE) [7–10]. While the CE is more widely utilized as a measure of
complexity of a series [1–3], sE is traditionally exploited to assess regularity and predictability of a
process [8] or information stored in it [7,9].
CE depends on time scales and this dependence, usually assessed via multiscale conditional entropy
(MSCE) approach [11] or via its refinement referred to as refined MSCE (RMSCE) [12], provides
relevant information about cardiovascular regulation because it allows the focalization of cardiac
control mechanisms acting over an assigned time scale [11–17]. While the importance of monitoring
the CE as a function of the time scale via MSCE or RMSCE is indubitable, it is unclear whether sE is
worth to be monitored as a function of the time scale. It can be hypothesized that the course of sE as a
function of the time scale carries complementary information compared to MSCE or RMSCE in
patho-physiological conditions.
The aim of this work is to compute CE and sE as a function of the time scale via RMSCE and
refined multiscale sE (RMSsE) approaches and to check their ability and non-redundant value in
describing cardiac control. RMSCE and RMSsE were evaluated over heart period (HP) and QT
interval series derived from 24-hour Holter electrocardiographic recordings in a long QT syndrome
type 1 (LQT1) founder population featuring the KCNQ1-A341V mutation. LQT1 mutation carriers
(MCs) were subdivided into asymptomatic MCs (AMCs) and symptomatic MCs (SMCs) based on the
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severity of the symptoms and different arrhythmic risk, and contrasted to non MCs (NMCs) belonging
to the same family line [18,19].
2. Methods
2.1. MSCE and RMSCE
MSCE estimates complexity of a time series x = {xi, i = 1,…,N},where i is a progressive counter
and N is the series length, via an entropy rate (e.g., CE) after low pass filtering focusing progressively
slower time scales [11]. Such a method consists in low pass filtering x to focus the range of time scales
of interest while discarding the fastest ones, downsampling the filtered version according to the cut-off
of the low pass filter utilized to eliminate fast components and assessing CE over the low pass filtered
version of x. The filtering procedure, approximately preserving oscillations of x with frequencies from
0 to 1/τ, where τ is an integer value denoted as time scale, is iteratively applied to the filtered version,
thus progressively eliminating lower and lower frequencies and focusing on dynamics with longer and
longer time scales. The original procedure to compute the MSCE was refined to limit its dependence
on the variance of x and to more efficiently prevent aliasing during the downsampling procedure [12].
Such a refinement was achieved by updating the tolerance for the calculation of the CE to account for
the eventual reduction of the variance of x resulting from the filtering procedure and by substituting
the suboptimal original low pass filter performing the mere mean at any step of the procedure with a
Butterworth filter.
2.2. Estimate of RMSCE and RMSsE
In the MSCE approach the CE, usually computed as the sample entropy [2], is not the unique
information-theoretic quantity that deserves to be monitored over x as a function of the time scale.
Indeed, another notable information-theoretic quantity that can be computed in univariate applications,
denoted as sE, received a lot of attention for its ability to quantify regularity [8] and information
storage [7,9].
Let us define a pattern as an ordered sequence of L samples xiL  [xi , xi 1 ,..., xi  L 1 ] , where L is usually

referred to as embedding dimension. This pattern is a point in the L-dimensional embedding space in
which the dynamics of x is reconstructed [20]. This sequence x iL is constituted by the current sample xi
and by the pattern xiL11 containing L − 1 past samples of x (i.e., xiL11  [xi 1 ,..., xi  L 1 ] ). Therefore, x iL
can be indicated as xiL  [ xi , xiL11 ] , thus stressing that the current value, xi , may be conditioned by the
previous L − 1 values, x iL11 , constituting the memory that might actually limit the unpredictability of
future samples of x. After defining the set of all possible patterns as x L 1 = { xiL11 , i = L,…, N }, the
CE of x given x L 1 , measuring the amount of information carried by xi that cannot be derived from

x iL11 , is computed as:
CE x | x L 1   p ( xi , x iL11 )  logp( xi | xiL11 )

(1)
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where p( xi , xiL11 ) is the joint probability of pattern x iL and p ( xi | xiL11 ) is the conditional
probability of xi given x iL11 . The sE of x set by x L 1 , quantifying the amount of information carried
by x that can be completely derived from x L 1 is calculated as the mutual information between x and
x L 1 as:

sE x, x L 1  

p( xi , x iL11 )  log

p( xi , x iL11 )

p( xi )  p ( x iL11 )

(2)

where p( xi ) is the probability of the sample xi and p( xiL11 ) is the probability of the pattern xiL11 .

The ShE of x, measuring the overall amount of information carried by x, is computed as:
ShE x   p( xi )  logp ( xi )

(3)

It can be easily demonstrated [7–10] that:
ShE x  CE x| x L 1  sE x, x L 1

(4)

In this study CE was assessed as the corrected CE (CCE) [3]. The CCE exploits a coarse graining
approach based on a uniform binning of x over six quantization levels, thus producing a partition of the
L-dimensional embedding space into hyper-cubes of side equal to the bin size. The CCE adopts a strategy
to limit the loss of reliability of the CE estimate with L, the so-called curse of dimensionality [21],
leading to a decrease of CE towards 0 regardless the type of the dynamics [3]. This strategy
empirically raises the CE estimate towards the situation of maximum uncertainty quantified by ShEx
when log p ( xi | xiL11 )  0 is the result of the unique occurrence of x iL11 in the (L − 1)-dimensional
embedding space. This rise is regulated by the fraction of x iL11 found only one time under the
resolution adopted by the coarse graining procedure. According to the traditional setting utilized for
the computation of MSCE and RMSCE, L was fixed to 3 [2,11]. According to the RMSCE approach [12]
at any iteration the Butterworth filter was exploited to eliminate fast temporal scales and uniform
binning procedure was applied to the filterer version of x. At each iteration the bin size was computed
as the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the filtered version divided by the
number of bins. Equation (4) was utilized to estimate the sE after the computation of ShE and CE over
the filtered version of x at any time scale, thus obtaining the RMSsE. CE was approximated as CCE.
3. Experimental Protocol and Data Analysis

3.1. Study Population and Signal Acquisition
Forty-seven 12 leads 24-hour Holter surface electrocardiographic recordings (Mortara Instrument Inc.,
Milwaukee, WI, USA and Ela Medical, Sorin Group, Arvada, CO, USA) were acquired in this study
from 47 individuals being a subgroup of a founder LQT1 population carrying the KCNQ1-A341V
mutation [18,19]. The sampling rate was 180 Hz for Mortara recordings and 200 Hz for Ela Medical.
Thirteen subjects (age from 27 to 56 years, median: 37 years, 6 males) were taken as a control group
because they were non-MCs (NMCs), while the remaining 34 individuals were mutation carriers
(MCs) divided into 11 AMCs (age from 24 to 62 years, median: 46 years, 4 males) and 23 SMCs
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(age from 16 to 57 years, median: 39 years, 9 males). Age and gender distributions were not different
among groups. Subjects did not take any medications, included beta-blockers, i.e., the golden standard
therapy for LQT1, at the time of recording. The protocol was approved by the ethical review board of
the Universities of Stellenbosch and Pavia and adhered to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki
for medical research involving humans. All subjects or family members signed an informed written
consent for clinical and genetic evaluations.
3.2. Series Extraction and Data Analysis
HP and QT beat-to-beat time series were extracted from each 24-hour Holter recording after
choosing the lead with the best signal-to-noise ratio. HP was computed as the time distance between
two consecutive R-wave peaks after fixing their location via parabolic interpolation [22]. QT was
taken as the time distance between the R-wave interpolated apex and T-wave offset, delineated as the
point where the absolute value of the first derivative on the T-wave downslope went below a threshold
set as the 30% of the maximum absolute value, locally computed over each T-wave decline [22]. After
the extraction of the HP and QT measures on a beat-to-beat basis, the two series were manually
checked for values coming from ectopic beats or misdetections. These values were corrected through
cubic spline interpolation. Corrections did not exceed 5% of the overall length of the sequence
considered for analysis. HP and QT sequences, composed by 5000 consecutive measures, were
selected at random during daytime, (DAY, from 2 to 6 PM) and nighttime (NIGHT, from 0 to 4 AM)
in all the considered groups (i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC). Individual diaries were checked in order to
make analyses more homogenous for type and intensity of physical activity during both DAY and
NIGHT: more specifically, we avoided periods of sleeping or high intensity physical exercise during
DAY and awake periods during NIGHT.
Traditional time domain parameters, such as the mean of HP, QT and corrected QT interval (QTc),
evaluated according to the Bazett’s formula [23], and the variance of HP and QT, were calculated,
labeled as µHP, µQT, µQTc, σ2HP and σ2QT, and expressed as ms, ms, ms·s−0.5, ms2 and ms2 respectively.
RMSCE and RMSsE were calculated over x = HP and QT. According to [13] values of RMSCE and
RMSsE in specific ranges of time scales were pooled together as follows: (i) at short time scale (i.e., τ = 1),
thus accounting for all frequency components present in the series (i.e., from 0 to 0.5 Hz); (ii) at
medium time scale (i.e., 2 ≤ τ ≤ 4), thus progressively filtering fluctuations in the frequency band from
0.5 Hz to 0.125 Hz (with a HP mean of 1 s) including the high frequency (HF, from 0.15 to 0.5 Hz)
components [24], and leaving almost untouched the oscillations in the low frequency (LF, from 0.04 to
0.15 Hz) band [24]; (iii) at long time scale (i.e., 5 ≤ τ ≤ 12), thus progressively filtering oscillations
from 0.125 to 0.042 Hz (with a HP mean of 1 s) including not only the fluctuations in HF band but
also those in LF band, and leaving intact only very LF oscillations (i.e., approximately those with
frequencies slower than 0.042 Hz).
3.3. Statistical Analysis
Paired t-test, or Wilcoxon signed rank test when appropriate, with correction for multiple
comparisons was used to evaluate the significance of the DAY-NIGHT variations of RMSCE and
RMSsE at a given time scale. After pooling temporal scales two way repeated measures analysis of
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variance (Holm-Sidak test for multiple comparisons, one factor repetition) was used to evaluate the
significance of the change of RMSCE and RMSsE between experimental conditions (i.e., DAY versus
NIGHT) within the same group and between groups (i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) within the same
experimental condition. The same test was utilized to check differences between time domain parameters.
Linear correlation analysis was performed to measure the degree of association between RMSCE and
RMSsE parameters computed at short (i.e., τ = 1), medium (i.e., τ = 2–4) and long (i.e., τ = 5–12) time
scales in each group in each experimental condition. Pearson correlation coefficient, r, and type I error
probability, p, were calculated. Statistical analysis was assessed with a commercial statistical program
(Sigmaplot ver.11.0, Systat Software Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Values were expressed as mean ± standard
deviation. A p < 0.05 was always considered as significant.
4. Results

Table 1 shows results of time domain analyses of HP, QT and QTc. µHP, σ2HP, µQT, σ2QT and µQTc
were computed in NMCs, AMCs and SMCs during DAY and NIGHT. µHP was longer during NIGHT
regardless of the population. Furthermore, AMCs were more bradycardic than NMCs during both
DAY and NIGHT. On the contrary, σ2HP was similar in all groups and did not change during NIGHT.
As a result of the pathology μQT was longer in AMCs and SMCs during both DAY and NIGHT, and
μQT increased during NIGHT regardless of the group. During DAY σ2QT in AMCs was larger than in
NMCs and SMCs. In AMCs σ2QT decreased significantly during NIGHT. As expected μQTc exhibited
the same between-group modifications as μQT. In addition, we observed that μQTc was smaller during
NIGHT in both AMCs and SMCs.
Table 1. Time domain HP and QT indexes in NMCs, AMCs, SMCs during DAY and NIGHT.

μHP [ms]
σ2HP [ms2]
μQT [ms]
σ2QT [ms2]
μQTc [ms·s−0.5]

NMC
DAY
NIGHT
694 ± 112
879 ± 131 *
1108 ± 564 2033 ± 1659
316 ± 42
356 ± 29 *
167 ± 311
82 ± 79
380 ± 30
383 ± 28

AMC
DAY
NIGHT
§
830 ± 161
1018 ± 142 *,§
1651 ± 1057
1927 ± 1595
§
420 ± 55
447 ± 45 *,§
§
447 ± 652
92 ± 82 *
§
462 ± 34
445 ± 31 *,§

SMC
DAY
NIGHT
757 ± 94
951 ± 113 *
1520 ± 1506 2169 ± 2151
407 ± 43 §
445 ± 29 *,§
#
132 ± 84
83 ± 58
§
469 ± 33
459 ± 25 *,§

Note: Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation; *: p < 0.05 between DAY and NIGHT within the
same group; §: p < 0.05 between AMCs or SMCs and NMCs within the same experimental condition
(i.e., DAY or NIGHT); #: p < 0.05 between AMCs and SMCs within the same experimental condition
(i.e., DAY or NIGHT).

Figure 1 shows the RMSCE (Figure 1a,c,e) and RMSsE (Figure 1b,d,f), computed over HP in
NMCs (Figure 1a,b), in AMCs (Figure 1c,d), and SMCs (Figure 1e,f) during DAY (black circles) and
NIGHT (white circles). RMSCE of HP raised as a function of the time scale in NMCs, AMCs and
SMCs (Figure 1a,c,e), while RMSsE of HP declined with time scale in all the groups (Figure 1b,d,f).
RMSCE of HP tended to be higher during NIGHT at time scale τ = 1, and this finding was significant in
AMCs (Figure 1c). At longer time scales the opposite situation was detected (i.e., RMSCE of HP was
larger during DAY) and results were significant at time scales τ = 7, 9, 12 in NMCs (Figure 1a), τ = 12 in
AMCs (Figure 1c) and 3 ≤ τ ≤ 12 in SMCs (Figure 1e). RMSsE of HP was higher during DAY at any
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scales and this finding was significant at short time scales and, more specifically, at τ = 1,2 in NMCs
(Figure 1b), τ = 1,2 in AMCs (Figure 1d) and 1 ≤ τ ≤ 3 in SMCs (Figure 1f).

Figure 1. Multiple error line plots show RMSCE (a,c,e) and RMSsE (b,d,f) computed over
HP in NMCs (a,b) in AMCs (c,d) and SMCs (e,f) during DAY (black circles) and NIGHT
(white circles). Time scale τ ranges from 1 to 12. Data are reported mean ± standard
deviation. The symbol * indicates p < 0.05 between DAY and NIGHT at the corresponding
time scale.

Figure 2 shows the RMSCE (Figure 2a,c,e) and RMSsE (Figure 2b,d,f) computed over QT in
NMCs (Figure 2a,b), in AMCs (Figure 2c,d), and SMCs (Figure 2e,f) during DAY (black circles) and
NIGHT (white circles). RMSCE of QT in NMCs and SMCs tended to reach a plateau after an initial
decrease (Figure 2a,e), while the course of RMSCE of QT in AMCs was different (i.e., it increased
steadily, Figure 2c). Also the RMSsE of QT raised with time scale and its course was similar across
the groups (Figure 2b,d,f). The RMSCE of QT in AMCs and SMCs was significantly larger during DAY
than NIGHT (Figure 2c,e) and this result was significant at the longest time scales (i.e., 3 ≤ τ ≤ 12 with
τ ≠ 5 in AMCs and 2 ≤ τ ≤ 12 in SMCs). RMSCE of QT did not exhibit circadian variations in NMCs
(Figure 2a). The RMSsE of QT increased steadily with time scale during both DAY and NIGHT and
this result was consistently detected in all the considered groups (Figure 2b,d,f).
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Figure 2. Multiple error bar line plots show RMSCE (a,c,e) and RMSsE (b,d,f) computed
over QT in NMCs (a,b) in AMCs (c,d) and SMCs (e,f) during DAY (black circles)
and NIGHT (white circles). Time scale τ ranges from 1 to 12. Data are reported as
mean ± standard deviation. The symbol * indicates p < 0.05 between DAY and NIGHT at
the corresponding time scale.

Figure 3 shows RMSCE (Figure 3a,c,e) and RMSsE (Figure 3b,d,f) calculated over HP at short
(Figure 3a,b), medium (Figure 3c,d) and long (Figure 3e,f) time scales as a function of the population
(i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) during DAY (back bars) and NIGHT (white bars). In HP series the
RMSsE at short time scale was remarkable (Figure 3b), being of the same order of magnitude as
RMSCE (Figure 3a), slightly reduced at medium time scale (Figure 3d) and significantly lower at long
time scale (Figure 3f). At short time scale (i.e., τ = 1) RMSCE of HP was higher during NIGHT than
DAY in all groups (Figure 3a) and this finding was significant only in AMCs. Conversely, at short
time scale the RMSsE of HP featured the opposite situation with RMSsE of HP significantly higher
during DAY than NIGHT in NMCs (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. Grouped bar graphs show RMSCE (a,c,e) and RMSsE (b,d,f) calculated on HP
at short (a,b), medium (c,d) and long (e,f) time scales as a function of the population
(i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) during DAY (back bars) and NIGHT (white bars). Data are
reported mean + standard deviation. The symbol * indicates p < 0.05 between DAY and
NIGHT within the same group and the symbol # denotes p < 0.05 between groups within
the same experimental condition.

At short time scale no difference was detected among groups given the same experimental condition
(Figure 3a,b). At medium and long time scales both RMSCE and RMSsE of HP were larger during
DAY than NIGHT and this result was significant in all the populations (Figure 3c–f) except in the case
of the DAY-NIGHT comparison of RMSCE at medium temporal scales in AMCs (Figure 3c). During
DAY the RMSCE of HP in SMCs was significantly larger than that of AMCs and NMCs at both
medium and long time scales (Figure 3c,e) and at long time scale it was significantly smaller in AMCs
than in NMCs (Figure 3e). During NIGHT the RMSCE of HP did not differentiate the groups except at
long time scale where the RMSCE of HP in SMCs was found larger than that in AMCs (Figure 3e).
Remarkably, RMSsE of HP differentiated groups at medium and long time scales with RMSsE
significantly larger in AMCs than in both NMCs and SMCs during DAY (Figure 3d,f).
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Figure 4 shows RMSCE (Figure 4a,c,e) and RMSsE (Figure 4b,d,f) calculated over QT at short
(Figure 4a,b), medium (Figure 4c,d) and long (Figure 4e,f) time scales as a function of the population
(i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) during DAY (back bars) and NIGHT (white bars).

Figure 4. Grouped bar graphs show RMSCE (a,c,e) and RMSsE (b,d,f) calculated on QT
at short (a,b), medium (c,d) and long (e,f) time scales as a function of the population
(i.e., NMC, AMC and SMC) during DAY (back bars) and NIGHT (white bars). Data are
reported mean + standard deviation. The symbol * indicates p < 0.05 between DAY and
NIGHT within the same group and the symbol # denotes p < 0.05 between groups within
the same experimental condition.

In QT series the RMSsE was much smaller than RMSCE at short (Figure 4a,b), medium
(Figure 4c,d) and long time scales (Figure 4e,f). RMSCE of QT exhibited a large inter-subject
variability at short time scale (Figure 4a) that prevents a clear separation among groups and
experimental conditions (only during NIGHT the RMSCE of QT in AMCs was significantly smaller
than that in NMCs). Conversely, the RMSCE of QT was less variable at medium and long time scales,
thus allowing the detection of significant circadian variations in AMCs and SMCs (Figure 4c,e) and
the decrease in AMCs and SMCs compared to NMCs during NIGHT (Figure 4c,e). In addition, during
DAY at long time scale RMSCE of QT increased in SMCs compared to AMCs (Figure 4e), while
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RMSsE of QT was less informative. Indeed, RMSsE could not distinguish groups and experimental
conditions (Figure 4b,d,f).
Table 2 reports the Pearson correlation coefficient, r, and type I error probability, p, of the
correlation analysis between RMSCE and RMSsE parameters at short (i.e., τ = 1), medium (i.e., τ = 2–4)
and long (i.e., τ = 5–12) time scales in NMCs, AMCs and SMCs during DAY and NIGHT. Results of
the correlation analysis over HP are first given and immediately followed by those over QT. It can be
observed that RMSCE and RMSsE indexes were generally uncorrelated regardless of the time scale,
experimental condition and group. The unique exceptions occurred in SMCs: indeed, the RMSCE and
RMSsE parameters computed over HP at medium and long time scales during DAY and the RMSCE
and RMSsE parameters calculated over QT at long time scale during DAY and NIGHT respectively
were significantly correlated with r < 0.
Table 2. Correlation analysis between RMSCE and RMSsE parameters evaluated over HP
and QT at short, medium and long time scales in NMCs, AMCs and SMCs during DAY
and NIGHT.

HP, NMC DAY
HP, AMC DAY
HP, SMC DAY
HP, NMC NIGHT
HP, AMC NIGHT
HP, SMC NIGHT
QT, NMC DAY
QT, AMC DAY
QT, SMC DAY
QT, NMC NIGHT
QT, AMC NIGHT
QT, SMC NIGHT

Short Time Scale
τ=1
r
p
−0.277
0.359
0.0451
0.895
−0.241
0.268
0.192
0.53
−0.0483
0.888
−0.302
0.144
−0.322
0.284
0.461
0.154
0.0683
0.757
−0.303
0.315
−0.394
0.231
−0.225
0.301

Medium Time Scale
2≤τ≤4
r
p
−0.12
0.696
0.29
0.387
−0.623 *
1.51.10−3 *
0.167
0.586
−0.21
0.536
−0.0358
0.871
−0.356
0.232
−0.271
0.421
−0.346
0.106
−0.376
0.206
−0.446
0.169
−0.213
0.328

Long Time Scale
5 ≤ τ ≤ 12
r
p
−0.389
0.189
0.221
0.513
−0.686 * 3.03.10−4 *
0.0502
0.871
−0.348
0.295
−0.273
0.208
−0.444
0.128
−0.567
0.0687
−0.553 * 6.21.10−3 *
−0.462
0.112
−0.0189
0.956
−0.523 * 1.04.10−2 *

r = Pearson correlation coefficient; p = type I error probability; *: p < 0.05.

5. Discussion

The present study proposes a multiscale approach of the two portions of the ShE, i.e., CE and sE,
with the major aim at characterizing the complexity of cardiac control and improving risk stratification
in LQT1 via the analysis of HP and QT variabilities derived from 24-hour electrocardiographic
recordings acquired routinely as a part of the monitoring of this pathological population.
The main findings can be summarized as follows: (i) RMSCE and RMSsE are worth to be
monitored together as a function of the time scale because they provide non-redundant information
about cardiac regulation; (ii) RMSsE differentiates experimental conditions (i.e., DAY and NIGHT)
within the same population; (iii) RMSsE distinguishes healthy subjects from pathological individuals
(i.e., NMCs from AMCs and SMCs) within the same experimental condition and separates groups
according to the severity of the symptoms and arrhythmic risk (i.e., AMCs from SMCs).
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5.1. RMSCE and RMSsE Carry Non-Redundant Information
RMSCE, measuring the information carried by a series that cannot be derived from its own past, and
RMSsE, quantifying the information carried by a series that is completely obtained from its own past, are
non-redundant information-theoretic quantities. Indeed, their sum is the ShE of the series at any time
scale (i.e., the overall amount of information carried by the series at a given temporal scale) [7–10].
Thus, RMSCE and RMSsE depend on changes of ShE and their relative balance across the
experimental conditions, groups and time scales. The non-redundancy of these two quantities is
confirmed by the general lack of correlation between RMSCE and RMSsE parameters (Table 2). In HP
series the course of RMSCE and RMSsE seems to be complementary: the gradual increase of RMSCE
with the time scale was associated to the progressive decrease of the RMSsE. In QT series this
apparent relationship is absent: the variable course of RMSCE of QT as a function of the time scale
(i.e., in NMCs and SMCs the RMSCE of QT showed an initial decrease at short time scales followed
by a plateau, while in AMCs it exhibited a constant rise) was associated to patterns of RMSsE of QT
more homogenous among groups and experimental conditions and characterized by a gradual rise with
time scale.
In addition, in HP series both RMSCE and RMSsE exhibited a circadian pattern within the same
group, thus indicating that both information-theoretic quantities can differentiate diverse states of the
autonomic nervous system given the population, and can distinguish different groups assigned the
experimental condition (i.e., DAY or NIGHT), thus suggesting that both quantities can typify
pathological individuals given the experimental situation. Indeed, RMSCE of HP at long time scale and
RMSsE of HP at medium and long time scales are larger during DAY than NIGHT regardless of the
group and identify the peculiarity of AMCs compared to SMCs with RMSCE and RMSsE of HP
respectively smaller and larger in AMCs than in NMCs and SMCs. This capability in separating DAY
from NIGHT and AMCs from SMCs was preserved even when RMSCE of QT at long time scale was
computed. Conversely, RMSsE of QT was useless at this regard. The different statistical power of the
analysis carried out over HP and QT might be the result of the different proportion of RMSCE and
RMSsE in the two series. Indeed, while in HP series RMSCE and RMSsE were of the same order of
magnitude, the balance between RMSCE and RMSsE in QT series was largely in favor of RMSCE
(i.e., RMSsE was quite small). We conclude that the information storage is much higher in the HP series
than in the QT series. In the range of the time scales considered in this study a large variety of reflexes
including baroreflex, cardiopulmonary circuits and direct central vagal and sympathetic influences
actively regulate HP [25]. These reflexes and autonomic inputs are responsible for the rhythmical
fluctuations of HP, usually quantified via spectral analysis [24], and for the large degree of predictability
of the HP series, here quantified by RMSsE, especially under sympathetic activation [8,14,15,26].
Conversely, QT regulation is only partially mediated by HP via the QT-HP relation [27,28] and largely
independent of sinus node regulation via neural inputs directly acting over the ventricles [29–37].
The QT regulation is highly complex involving differential modulations of the atria and ventricles,
variable set points depending on the region of the heart and a more anatomically distributed network
compared to the one of HP, mainly mediated by the autonomic innervation of sinus node, thus
resulting in a smaller degree of predictability of the QT series and negligible QT information storage
compared to HP, especially at short and medium time scales [13,14,38–40]. However, the higher
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complexity of QT at short time scale is compatible with the low signal-to-noise ratio characterizing its
variability as well [22,41]. Remarkably, at long time scale the information storage of QT and HP were
similar, thus supporting the observation that the high level of unpredictability of QT dynamics is due
to fast components unexplained by past QT values and even by past HP samples.
5.2. RMSCE and RMSsE Reflect DAY-NIGHT Variations
It is well-known that the complexity of HP, as estimated by the RMSCE of HP, is under vagal
control at short time scale [12,13,15,42,43] and under sympathetic control at long time scale [12,13,15].
This study confirms these observations. Indeed, at short time scale RMSCE of HP tended to increase
during NIGHT and at long time scale it was significantly larger during DAY. It was suggested that
RMSCE of QT at long time scale is under sympathetic control [13,38]. This study supports only partially
this conclusion. Indeed, the expected decrease of the RMSCE of QT during NIGHT at long time scale
was detected only in AMCs and SMCs, while no circadian variations were observed in NMCs.
Originally, the present study monitored RMSsE in addition to RMSCE, thus allowing their first
comparison. The RMSsE of HP was under sympathetic control being lower during NIGHT. This result
was significant regardless of the group at medium and long time scales. This finding prompts for the
exploitation of indexes quantifying information storage of HP as candidate markers for monitoring the
state of the sympathetic control directed to the sinus node [5]. Since these markers do not depend on
the amplitude of the HP fluctuations, mainly under vagal control in humans [44], they can be more
powerful than spectral indexes of HP variability in monitoring the state of the sympathetic modulation.
The information storage in the QT series, as quantified by the RMSsE of QT, was less powerful in
detecting DAY-NIGHT variations as a likely result of the small amount of the QT information storage.
5.3. RMSCE and RMSsE Distinguish LQT1 Individuals with Different Severity of Symptoms
AMC and SMC correspond to two groups featuring completely different arrhythmic risk. Indeed,
while AMCs have a lower risk to develop fatal events, SMCs are at higher risk and actually they have
already experienced at least one risky event to be classified SMCs. Therefore, any parameters capable
to distinguish these groups might be a good candidate to typify the arrhythmic risk in LQT1
population. We confirm that RMSCE of HP and QT at long time scale during DAY can distinguish
AMCs from SMCs, being the complexity of HP and QT at long time scale in SMCs significantly
higher than that of AMCs [13]. This finding suggested that having a reduced complexity of the cardiac
control both at the level of sinus node and ventricles during DAY (i.e., when the arrhythmic risk is
greatest in LQT1) is a protective factor [13]. Since AMCs are characterized by a more reactive
sympathetic control [45] and a less reactive vagal regulation [45–47], this reduced complexity of the
sympathetic control might be the result of the synchronization of neural inputs operating at slightly
different temporal scales performed by the higher sympathetic driver [43,48]. However, this study added
a new, relevant, piece of information. The RMSCE of HP at long time scale in AMCs during the period
at the greatest arrhythmic risk (i.e., during DAY) was lower than that in NMCs, while SMCs did not
differ from NMCs. This finding suggests that AMCs are also different from NMCs, thus allowing us to
hypothesize that AMCs have a peculiar genetic make-up playing a significant role in limiting the severity
of their disease and providing them a key advantage for survival with respect to SMCs. This conclusion
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supports previous observations about the differences of the sympathetic modulation among NMCs,
AMCs and SMCs [45], reporting that the sympathetic control is higher in AMCs, while those of NMCs
and SMCs are similar. It is noteworthy that traditional time domain indexes utilized in clinics [18,19,46]
cannot distinguish AMCs from SMCs (Table 1). Only a less frequently exploited time domain index such
as the σ2QT can [45] (Table 1), thus suggesting that indexes derived from the multiscale complexity
analysis are worth to be considered in addition to more traditional time domain parameters in clinics. We
stress that the multiscale complexity analysis of HP is sufficient to separate AMCs and SMCs, thus
rendering useless the extraction of the QT interval series and making the proposed analysis immediately
applicable to HP series routinely extracted from 24-hour Holter recordings.
Remarkably, RMSsE of HP at long time scale during DAY accounted for the divergent arrhythmic
risk of AMCs and SMCs as well. The information storage in HP at long time scale was higher in
AMCs than in NMCs and SMCs, while NMCs and SMCs were indistinguishable at this regard. The
higher level of HP predictability in AMCs might be again the effect of a more dominant sympathetic
drive and a less reactive vagal control keeping high the information stored in HP, thus limiting the
complexity of the HP control at long time scale. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that a
significant correlation between RMSCE and RMSsE indexes was found only in SMCs and more likely
during DAY, thus suggesting a new peculiar feature (i.e., the significant association between
unpredictability and information storage) that differentiates SMCs from NMCs and AMCs during the
period of highest arrhythmic risk of LQT1 individuals (i.e., the DAY).
6. Conclusions

The study proposes an information-theoretic multiscale approach to assess the complexity of HP
and QT series, as evaluated via RMSCE, and their information storage, as estimated via RMSsE. Such
an approach was applied for the characterization of cardiac control and its relation with the arrhythmic
risk in LQT1. Remarkably, the information stored into HP at long time scale was lower during
NIGHT, as a likely result of the sympathetic withdrawal, and increased in AMCs compared to NMCs
and SMCs, as a likely consequence of the higher sympathetic driver in AMCs. Since correlation
between RMSCE and RMSsE parameters is generally absent, we recommend monitoring RMSsE in
addition to RMSCE when the aim is the characterization of the cardiac control and risk profile in
LQT1. The possible link of the information storage of HP with sympathetic control deserves further
tests in healthy subjects during experimental maneuvers and physiological stimuli challenging
cardiovascular control because, if confirmed, it might open new possibilities of monitoring autonomic
function from HP variability by complementing indexes based on magnitude of HP variations
(e.g., spectral markers) that are mainly under vagal control.
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